JUNIOR SHOW COMMITTEES

Chairman of Junior Show: PATRICIA LEAHY
Director: LOUIE SHARP
Script: GENEVRA OSBORN
  Priscilla Finn, June Haley, Mary Rose McAlenney, Sheila Owen, Virginia Ridley
Lyrics: CARLA SHAPIRO
  Madeline Tiger, Joan Werthan
Music: BETH MONTGOMERY
  Isabelle Clore, Jane Robinson
Choreography: LAURIE DE COSTA
  Tacy Levering, Cynthia Mehler
Production: BETTY WINTER

Stage Managers: ARLENE GUMBINER
Mary Backus        Donna Klaan        Judith Phillips        Carol Suplicki
Gabriele Flagg     Carol Kraft        Ann Rogers            Jean Turbett
Virginia Hirshberg Jill Levington      Nancy Selin           Bernice Wilson
Jean Miles

Scenery: MARY RUSSELL AND ANNE SCHOFIELD
Anne Abramovitz     Pamela Denny       Carolyn Jaffe        Priscilla Rudin
Jane Atkinson       Mary Emery         Eileen Johnson       Elizabeth Sayre
Jane Atwood         Helen Ernest       Meredith Johnson     Marjorie Schmenger
Sally Barton        Priscilla Finn     Susan Johnstone      Shirley Schneider
Barbara Baumann     Louise Flegler     Margaret Keirnan    Polly Shaw
Sally Bell          Ann Forger         Janet Larson         Johanna Smith
Mary Botts          Lucy Fowler        Constance Lieder    Barbara Southworth
Ellen Brady         Florence Fremd     Ellen Parr May      Audrey Stearns
Judith Burleigh     Merle Golden       Susan May           Martha Stickle
Ellen Bush          Carol Goodman      Ann McGraw           Jean Tolman
Carol Canaday       Gail Graham        Judith Molinar      Jane Vose
Emma Carlestein     Mara Hall          Polly Newton        Diane Walker
Ann Chesnut         Helen Hansen       Maud Palmer         Margo Walker
Anne Colby          Nadia Hermes       Janet Patton        Christine Winkler
Constance Creden    Mary Ann Hill     Elizabeth Ritchie   Mary Forrest Zabriskie
Constance Czyszewski Nancy Horshfield     Sandra Robertson

Lights: ELIZABETH ANN VARNER
Wanda Britten       Virginia Hirshberg  Carolyn Montgomery  Barbara Schatze
Kathleen Brown      Frances Horne       Gloria Murch        Virginia Steele
Lorna Bullwinkle   Patricia Kelley     Sandra Robertson    Jane Sullivan

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I
  Scene 1: A Cocktail Party: the Opening Meeting of a Convention
  Scene 2: Hell
  Scene 3: The Devil's Office in Hell
  Scene 4: A Roman Legion in Hell

ACT II
  Scene 1: Hell Panorama
  Scene 2: The Devil's Office
  Scene 3: The Knights of the Round Tables
  Scene 4: The Devil's Office
  Scene 5: Another Cocktail Party: the Final Meeting of the Convention

ORCHESTRA
  Conducted by ISABELLE CLORE
  Orchestration by the Music Committee

Violin: Mara Hall, Barbara Farnham  Trombone: Ethel Larrabee
Viola: Judy Hardy                  Percussion: Toni Holland, Berte Alcus
Cello: Margaret Daniel            Piano Accordion: Carol Brousseau
Flute: Shirley Schneider, Carla Shapiro  Piano: Beth Montgomery, Ann Sinnott
Clarinet: Kathryn Allen           Rehearsal Pianist: Barbara Freeman